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Individualdekors 
with three-dimensional effect

No. S
ur
fa
ce

Name

P717 NT Slabs

P942 NT Triangle

P943 NT Cone

P944 NT Bowl

P945 NT Wave Small Grey

P946 NT Wave Gold Large

P947 NT Naturell

P948 NT Letter

P949 NT Bubble

P950 NT Knitter

Max Exterior Compact Panel

Charging-Format 
2140 x 1060 mm

max. printed format 
2100 x 1020 mm

reverse side is 0891

Charging-Format 
2800 x 1300 mm

max. printed format 
2760 x 1260 mm

reverse side is 0891

Charging-Format 
4100 x 1300 mm

max. printed format 
4060 x 1260 mm

reverse side is 0891
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FUNDERMAX exterior
three-dimensional effects

Let yourself be inspired

FunderMax developed a collection of Individualdekors
with a design-studio. Especially for the use in outer appli-
cations like facades or balconies 10 new decors with
three-dimensional impression were included into the
range of products.

The quality of the panels is the same as the standard Max
Exterior panel which is in compliance with the EN 438-6
and has also a double-hardened NT surface.

In this brochure you see the decors in a panel-size of
2800 x 1300 mm and a cut-out of nearly A4. At all other
available panel-formats the decors are produced either
with a corrosponding extended pattern or a cut-out.

All shown decors are also available for interior applicati-
ons as Max decorative laminate (HPL) or Max Compact
laminate (HPL).

Legend
A = Transport protection foil available at an extra charge.
R = This decor has a grain or is otherwise directionally oriented. Please note this should optimization and trimming be neccesary.
N = This decor has no grain or other directionally relevant properties. You can turn it when trimming it.
 = No limit on amount, delivery time upon request

Max Exterior panel construction

Available Decors and Formats

Acryl PUR-Resin
(wheather protection)

Decor 0891 NT

Individualdekor

white
decor

F-Core
brown („flame-retardant“
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P942 Triangle
cut-out of A4

P943 Cone
cut-out of A4

P944 Bowl
cut-out of A4

P942 Triangle
Printed format 2760 x 1260 mm

P943 Cone
Printed format 2760 x 1260 mm

P944 Bowl
Printed format 2760 x 1260 mm

All decors have due to the three-dimensional effect a
grain with reference to light and shadow. The effect to this
was minimalized as much as possible so the angle of view
could be ignored.

The colours reproduced in this brochure may differ
from the actual panel colours, which is due to the
limitat ions of the printing process.
If needed please request an original sample.

Applications

Many applications are qualified for this individual soluti-
ons with three-dimensional effect.

_back ventilated facades
_balcony claddings
_balcony partitions
_fences
_banister panels
_infill panels for doors and parapets
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Individualdekors 
with three-dimensional effect

FUNDERMAX exterior
three-dimensional effects

P949 Bubble
cut-out of A4

P950 Knitter
cut-out of A4

P949 Bubble
Printed Format 2760 x 1260 mm

P950 Knitter
Printed Format 2760 x 1260 mm
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P947 Naturell
cut-out of A4

P717 Slabs
cut-out of A4

P947 Naturell
Printed Format 2760 x 1260 mm

P717 Slabs
Printed Format 2760 x 1260 mm

Advantages with sustainability

_optimal light-fastness
_extremely wheather resistant
_long-lasting
_graffiti resistant
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Individualdekors 
with three-dimensional effect

FUNDERMAX exterior
three-dimensional effects

Feel free for ideas

Due to the digital process of the decor-designs all pat-
terns are feasible in individual shades of colours also. As
an example you see on the right page the decor „Wave
Large“ in a red and grey shade. 

If you need an own decor or other sizes of the patterns or
other shades of colours or a motif which should cover
more than one panel and you dont have contact to a de-
signer, please get in contact with us. We make contact to
a designer for your requirement.

For your own design-ideas please note our Individualde-
kor-flyer for digital printing. You may find it at our website
www.fundermax.at in the download-area.

P948 Letter
cut-out of A4

P948 Letter
Printed Format 2760 x 1260 mm
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P946 Wave Gold Large
cut-out of A4

P945 Wave Small Grey
cut-out of A4

P945 Wave Small Grey
Printed Format 2760 x 1260 mm

P946 Wave Gold Large
Printed Format 2760 x 1260 mm



FunderMax GmbH
Klagenfurter Straße 87-89
A-9300 St. Veit/Glan

Tel.: + 43 (0) 5/9494-0
Fax: + 43 (0) 5/9494-4200
office@fundermax.at
www.fundermax.at

MAX COMPACT France
3 Cours Albert Thomas
F-69003 LYON
Tel.: + 33 (0) 4 78 68 28 31
Fax: + 33 (0) 4 78 85 18 56
infofrance@fundermax.at
www.fundermax.at

JAGO AG
Industriestrasse 21
CH-5314 Kleindöttingen
Tel.: + 41 (0) 56-268 81 31
Fax: + 41 (0) 56-268 81 51
info@jago.ch
www.jago.ch

ISOVOLTA S. A.U
Avda. Salvatella, 85–97
Poligono Industrial Can Salvatella
E-08210 Barberà del Vallès (Barcelona)
Tel.: + 34-937 297 550
Fax: + 34-937 190 511
info@isovolta.es
www.isovolta.es

ISO-MAX Spólka Akcyjna
ul. Rybitwy 12
PL-30 722 Krakau
Tel.: + 48-12-65 34 528
Fax: + 48-12-65 70 545
biuro@iso-max.com.pl
www.iso-max.com.pl
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